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This has been an exciting six months for Behind Every Kick (BEK) - a time of growth,
expansion, celebration and learning.

Our Launch

As we transitioned from our pilot phase into Season Two, we
marked the occasion at a Launch Event in October, hosted
by BEK Founder, David Pollock, to celebrate the final stages
of our first year and to share our future plans. We were joined
by keynote speakers from partner organisations Lane4 and
Volunteering Matters. Adrian Moorhouse MBE, founder of
Lane4 and Anne Heal, Chair of Volunteering Matters, spoke
warmly of their support for Behind Every Kick and why our
mission, to empower young people to unlock their potential
through a love of sport, is such an important one.
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We also heard from 15-year-old Danny, who was on the
Behind Every Kick pilot as a player for Sporting Hackney
Football Club. Danny spoke about his personal growth as a
result of being on the programme and gave a moving account into
how the Behind Every Kick messages, reinforced by the support of
his Behind Every Kick mentor, has helped him make some important
choices in the next stages of his education and how his footballing
successes have flourished. We wish Danny all the very best as he sets
his ambitions to work towards a career in medicine and hope that
having been scouted by Leyton Orient and selected to captain England
in the Satuc Cup, both will be great experiences for him. Mark Bingley,
Danny’s mentor on the programme said of his mentoring experience ‘I
have found the mentoring on the BEK programme to be a really
rewarding and challenging experience. It has been great getting to know
Danny and to see him develop further and I am looking forward to staying
involved in the mentoring in year 2’.
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Growth and Impact

Delivering on BEK’s intention to extend our reach to more coaches,
mentors and young sports men and women across different sporting
environments, we have taken our next steps. Season Two has seen
us grow our reach from working initially with one club, to now
working with three. We are delighted that football club Sporting
Hackney FC have elected to continue to work with us and to
integrate the programme into this season’s U16 squad. Joining them
are the U16 squad of Rap-Aid Youth FC, a Tottenham based
community football club of over 350 young players, and a group of
14 to 16-year-old boys and girls from Watford based Muay Thai
boxing club, Lions O.
Spurred on by the pilot’s impact measurement around mentoring
(100% of mentees strongly agree that being involved in Behind Every
Kick has been a positive experience and enjoyed having a mentor),
Season Two has seen the successful recruitment of a second cohort
of mentors who bring an impressive array of career and background
experiences, as well as a committed and generous spirit to be part of
this year’s programme. They have all received mentor training from
Volunteering Matters in order to prepare them for the role and have
spoken of the training as being ‘informative, interesting and inspiring’.
In January they will be matched to their mentees and we look forward
to updating you on their mentoring relationships.

Learning from the Lessons
One year on, we have already learned so much. We have begun
Season Two with a series of Coach and Mentor Development
Sessions, designed and delivered by Lane4 to upskill our club
coaches and mentors with the tools required to support their
understanding and delivery of the BEK messages to their young
people. Leading the Lane4 design and delivery team with his
colleagues Chrisna Vergottini and Katie Nichols, Adam Wilson
reflected at the end of the third and final Coach & Mentor Development Session in November, sharing “the sessions were a fantastic
opportunity for us to pressure test our content in a safe environment
full of experienced, motivated and committed coaches & mentors.
We very much enjoyed the experience of sharing key BEK lessons,
tools & approaches with those who attended – enabling us to refine
the content in a way that will mean it is even more impactful when
delivered to the young people post-Christmas. We would like to
thank those who attended, for demonstrating an open mind, being
willing to get involved, and most importantly – for wanting to help
improve our young peoples’ lives. We look forward to our continued
support of the programme, and grow ever more excited by its
potential to support young people as they look to achieve their
personal versions of success.”

Looking Ahead

As a new year begins, our energy turns to supporting the coaching staff of our three clubs, enabling them to
deliver the eight BEK Success Sessions to their players – meaning that each player can begin putting the BEK
messages into practice, both within their sporting environments and their daily lives. Setting personal goals,
learning how to control our ‘Hulks’ and understanding how to move away from trying to control the
uncontrollable, are just some of the messages that will be discussed and explored.
We are also starting to firm our plans for Season Three, which will see further developments in how we
structure the programme. We have started conversations to begin broadening our geographical reach, with
more clubs and more mentors recruited from further afield. This will start to realise more of our ambitions to
work towards national coverage, and we look forward to updating you on our progress.
As we start to reach more young people, our plans to develop an Alumni Programme come into focus. We are
committed and believe that through this programme we can ensure there are opportunities and a pathway for
all BEK participants to continue to benefit and stay involved with the Behind Every Kick network.

How to Get Involved
The Behind Every Kick team are driven by empowering young people to unlock their potential. We believe that
a love of sport can help to do this.

Do you?
As a young and aspiring initiative, Behind Every Kick are scouting for enthusiastic and committed individuals,
for business partners and for charitable foundations to work with us in fulfilling our mission.
Whether you are able to offer your time as a volunteer mentor, your expertise as an informal educator and /or
your generosity as a funding partner, a business/ corporate sponsor or an organisation with a CSR interest, we
would love to hear from you.
In addition, if you are involved with, or know of a sports club which would benefit from, or, would like to know
more about Behind Every Kick, we would be delighted to come and chat with you about the programme.

For further information and a chance to discuss your interests, please contact:
info@behindeverykick.org

Finally, we would like to congratulate our partners DPP on their recent success in winning the Silver in the
London Design Awards for the BEK logo and design in the graphic design and identity branding category.
We are proud to be associated with this achievement and are delighted that we can showcase their design on
our new website

www.behindeverykick.org

Wishing you well over the festive season and all good wishes for a happy & healthy new year.

